Tech-Voo Doo
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grind the lowly Voo Doo men into a gusty mass, and will forever exterminate the vermin from the other wise dead halls of the fraternities. The disciples of Phosphorus have again returned to the undergraduate practice of hiring highly rated from the real mines of Pennsylvania to strengthen their line, but the clever Tech players will use these ringers to their own advantage. The fingers, like honest to goodness Voo Doo men, are very dumb and have a "thought of one idea every six minutes" (four point accuracy), so the Tech players will call their plays right out without going into a bundle, and only six minutes after one has been called will Voo Doo realize what has happened.

The Tech will use absolutely no ringers and in order to remove every possibility of such a practice, we have elected practically two complete foot teams to use.

Two of The Tech little-men for the game are as follows:

Dark Marsters LE Sonz Demarco

Dark Alto LE Sonz Demarco

Dark Bass LG Sonz Demarco

John Bass LE Fred Wasserman

John Cash GE George Benedict

Bob Treat BE Henry Extended

John Dave BE Bob Whitington

Tony Clevendon OR Zomo Smith

Jews With OR Oscar Dolber

A. Wasserman HO John Pelletas

Sonnไม่ OR Bob Vermeers

Alternates: Edgar Tadsha, Peter Konige

Alexx Gay.

Boeing
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For exceeds the requirements for a Transport Pilot license. Winners of second, third, and fourth awards may choose one of several courses and will, in addition, receive 15 hours of dual and solo flight instruction. To be eligible students must be in good standing at their college. They must be the white race, have normal weight, and be free of any physical handicaps. The examination tests will not exceed 850 words and will be due before March 15, 1935. A Technology student, Francis Doyle, was third award in the 1954 competition.

Physics
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The Physics, of the American Institute of Physics, was held on Saturday, November 15. The principal discussion was on the best methods of teaching students for applied physics and improving the contact between industry and the educational institutions.

Musical Clubs
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Heather to Me: Czech Carol

arranged by K. E. Davis Carol

6:00. Tau Beta Pi Initiation Banquet, Engineers’ Club, Boston.


8:15. Dramashop Presentation of “By Candlelight,” Commons Room, Rogers Building.
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Saturday, November 23

THE CASA LOMIA ORCHESTRA *Tuesday and Thursday-

CHEESE CAKE SPECIAL ($1.50) at the Private Room.

Costlier Tobaccos!

* Camel’s are made from pure, mild tobacco leaves...
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